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Greetings from the 2021 Planning Committee

Dear Prospective Sponsors and Exhibitors,

We in the Department of Nuclear Engineering and American Nuclear Society at North Carolina State University are 
eagerly looking forward to April 8th - 10th, 2021 when we will host students, professionals, and future leaders in 
nuclear science and technology virtually at the 2021 ANS Student Conference. 

At North Carolina State University, we aim to…

… ENLIGHTEN ourselves about nuclear science and technology as we share and contribute to the field. This 
student conference brings us together to share insight from student and expert researches on theories, applications, 
and innovations. Nuclear science and engineering is ubiquitous in society – from energy, health, defense, non-
proliferation, to name a few. In such a widespread field, this conference provides the perfect platform for experts 
and students to come together and learn about the various ongoing cutting-edge research in different areas of 
nuclear science and engineering. In the year 2021, we aim to take stock of what we know, what we still need to 
know, what opportunities are present, and what the future holds.

… EMBRACE nuclear science and technology. As we learn, we must support our industry by contributing knowledge 
and impacting the next frontiers. We hold tight innovations to advance science and engineering across every 
existing and new industry that nuclear will transform.

… EMPOWER ourselves and others with knowledge and enthusiasm for the impact made by nuclear technologies 
of the past, present, and future. We will change the “not in my backyard” mantra to one of “in my backyard” 
because of the benefits it provides to societies near and far.

This theme allows us to see our collective role in active learning, living, and sharing of the science engineering 
and technologies associated with nuclear energy, health physics, plasmas for the life nuclear non-proliferation, 
nuclear materials, nuclear computational science, reactor engineering, and nuclear waste management to name a 
few broad areas. It also arms us with information to share with students and the larger public about the benefits we 
receive from nuclear science and engineering. We’re nuclear engineers, we’re innovators, and we’re ambassadors 
for the continued use of an awesome technology in our backyards!

NC State’s nuclear program turned 70 years old in 2020; which, further emphasizes the significance of hosting 
the ANS Student Conference to help celebrate this milestone. We enlighten ourselves with our history, embrace 
our present and empower ourselves as we move ahead.



We ask you to review our sponsorship and exhibitor packages to determine if any options fit your organization’s 
needs to Enlighten, Embrace, and Empower the next generation of nuclear science and technology leaders. We 
look forward to working with our sponsors and exhibitors to make the 2021 ANS Student Conference the best in 
the department’s history!

Sincerely,

 _____________________________________________
Ishita Trivedi

Graduate Chair

 

 

 

“#1 Online Master of Nuclear Engineering in 2019”
- Best College Reviews

“#3 Nuclear Engineering Graduate Program in 2020”
- US News and World Report



Benefits of Sponsorship 

The ANS student is the largest single gathering of students 
studying fields of nuclear science and technology. The ANS 
student conference provides an opportunity for students to 
enlighten their peers by showcasing their research results. 
Additionally, it provides a chance for students to embrace 
the capabilities of nuclear science and technology through 
tours of nuclear reactors, fuel fabrication facilities, and more. 
Finally, it empowers students through invaluable professional 
development opportunities for students to meet and network 
with other students, future colleagues, and current industry 
professionals. 

 

 
These wonderful opportunities for students attending the 
conference would not be possible without the generous 
assistance of conference sponsors. As thanks, our conference 
provides as  much exposure and networking opportunities as 
possible for sponsors to interact with the best and brightest 
aspiring scientists and engineers. Sponsorship options are 
tailored towards each individual company’s needs while 
maximizing company visibility and networking opportunities. 
Sponsors should pride themselves on the fact that they are 
supporting the next generation of scientists and engineers by 
helping students exchange ideas and forge friendships that 
last a lifetime.

 

For your company’s or organization’s investment in the future of 
nuclear science and technology, we offer several sponsorship 
options various benefits. Benefits include a booth at the 
conference career fair, waived registrations, ad space, lunch 
and learn recruiting talks, and for our Platinum Leaders of 
the Pack, the opportunity to deliver a keynote address at one 
of the daily plenary sessions. For those organizations looking 
to participate in the conference without being a sponsor, we 
offer several different exhibition packages as well.



Platinum Leader of the Wolfpack 
$35,000

Bronze Leader 
of the Wolfpack 

$10,000

Arctic Wolf Exhibitor 
$5,000

Supporter of the 
Wolfpack 

$1,000

Companion of the 
Wolfpack

$2,500

Member of the 
Wolfpack 

$5,000

Gold Leader of the Wolfpack 
$20,000

Silver Leader of the 
Wolfpack $15,000

Red Wolf Exhibitor 
$10,000 Grey Wolf Exhibitor 

$2,500



Platinum Leader of the Wolfpack $35,000
• Recognition as the alpha sponsor of the conference
• A three-minute video shown at the beginning of one of the plenaries
• Opportunity to deliver a keynote address at a plenary of preference
• Sponsorship of one social event or virtual tour
• One career fair booth
• Ten waived full-meeting registrations
• Recognition on marketing emails and social media channels
• Sponsor of a technical track
• Exclusive banner at positions on the Student Conference online platform

Bronze Leader of the Wolfpack $10,000
• Panel or workshop sponsor
• One career fair booth
• Three waived full-meeting registrations
• Recognition on marketing emails and social  

media channels

Supporter of the Wolfpack 
$1,000
• Recognition on marketing emails 

and social media channels

Companion of the Wolfpack 
$2,500
• One career fair booth
• One full-meeting registration
• Recognition on marketing emails 

and social media channels

Member of the Wolfpack 
$5,000
• One career fair booth
• Two waived full-meeting 

registrations
• Recognition on marketing emails 

and social media channels

Gold Leader of the Wolfpack $20,000
• Opportunity to deliver a keynote address at a plenary
• Sponsorship of one social event or virtual tour
• One career fair booth
• Seven waived full-meeting registrations
• Recognition on marketing emails and social media channels
• Sponsor of a technical track
• Exclusive banner at positions on the Student Conference online platform

Silver Leader of the Wolfpack $15,000
• Sponsorship of one social event or virtual tour
• One career fair booth
• Five waived full-meeting registrations
• Recognition on marketing emails and social media channels
• Exclusive banner at positions on the Student Conference 

online platform

Sponsorship Packages



Red Wolf Exhibitor $10,000
• One career fair booth
• Three full-meeting registrations
• Recognition as a conference exhibitor
• Exclusive banner at positions on the Student Conference online platform

Grey Wolf Exhibitor $2,500
• One career fair booth
• One full-meeting registration
• Recognition as a conference exhibitor

Arctic Wolf Exhibitor $5,000
• ● One career fair booth
• ● Two full-meeting registrations
• ● Recognition as a conference exhibitor

Sponsorship Packages

Conference 
Lanyards

Full Sponsor
$3,500

Conference 
T-Shirt Logo

$2,500

Note: The sponsorship add-ons 
must be added to a main package. 
Purchasing a conference lanyard 
or T-shirt logo package will include 
your organization’s logo on the 
respective merchandise; T-shirts and 
lanyards will be sent out by ANS to 
the first 300 attendees to register 
(domestic shipping only).



□ □

□ □

□ □

□

□ □ □

Student Conference 2021
North Carolina State University

Sponsor and Exhibitor
Interest Form

•  Recognition as the alpha sponsor of the conference
•  A three-minute video shown at the beginning of one of the plenaries
•  Opportunity to deliver a keynote address at a plenary of preference
•  Sponsorship of one social event or virtual tour
•  One career fair booth
•  Ten waived full-meeting registrations
•  Recognition on marketing emails and social media channels
• Sponsor of a technical track
• Exclusive banner at positions on the Student Conference online platform

• Sponsorship of one social event or virtual tour
• One career fair booth
• Five waived full-meeting registrations
• Recognition on marketing emails and social media channels
• Exclusive banner at positions on the Student Conference online platform

• One career fair booth
• Two waived full-meeting registrations
• Recognition on marketing emails and social media channels

• One career fair booth
• Three full-meeting registrations
• Recognition as a conference exhibitor
• Exclusive banner at positions on the 

Student Conference online platform

• One career fair booth
• Two full-meeting registrations
• Recognition as a conference exhibitor

• One career fair booth
• One full-meeting registration
• Recognition as a conference exhibitor

• Opportunity to deliver a keynote address at a plenary
• Sponsorship of one social event or virtual tour
• One career fair booth
• Seven waived full-meeting registrations
• Recognition on marketing emails and social media channels
• Sponsor of a technical track
• Exclusive banner at positions on the Student Conference online platform

• Panel or workshop sponsor
• One career fair booth
• Three waived full-meeting registrations
• Recognition on marketing emails and social media channels

• One career fair booth
• One full-meeting registration
• Recognition on marketing emails and social media channels

• Recognition on marketing emails and social media channels

□


□


Please fill out this form and return it to Finance Chair - Jacob Weinberg at ans2021studentconference@ncsu.edu.

mailto:ans2021studentconference%40ncsu.edu?subject=Student%20Conference%202021%20sponsorship/exhibitor

